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Hanging in Harold Norrie's machine shop in Guelph, Ontario, Canada is a sign that says: Only really unstable are welcome here. The sign refers to both its engine work and its customers, who can sometimes have unusual job requests and are usually more unique than your typical Chevy 350. Thanks to the unique operation of The Norrie
Engine in his store called Engines From Hal, he gets to know customers very well. I tend to treat people quite often as client friends, because by the time things are over, there's usually some kind of friendship out of these deals, especially with weird things, says Norrie. Norrie opened the engines from Hal just over 10 years ago, but he's
been building engines all his life. I've been a car driver for over 30 years, he says. About 10 years ago, I put myself in debt, bought a bunch of equipment to open my shop, and here we are. At just 1,500 square feet, Engines from Hal is a strict machine shop. The only thing Norrie doesn't do is grind the crank rolls. Everything else he does
and does in the house. Some of the equipment includes the CK10, RMC for head grinding and blocks, BGS20 for guides and seats, mill, Kwik-Way boring bar, and Sunnen DCB750 balancer. Some time ago, Norrie received a visit from a customer named Brady, who was disembarking a 383 Chevy for a friend. During the visit, Norrie and
Brady got to talk about the LD9 Oldsmobile quad 4 engine, which he wanted to do something with. Brady ran the LD9 stock turbocharged on it until it finally blew up, Norrie said. He liked the fact that everything was different. In his racing organization, he works in a sports compact class for drag racing. He knew that there were many ld9
flaws in the shape of stocks, and he did a certain amount of research on some changes that needed to happen. The LD9 was the plant balance shaft assembly that drives the oil pump, and when the balance shaft builds the crap out it takes the oil pump and the engine goes away. So we had to change the block to remove it all and block
those passages, and re-drill new passages to build the oil pump. He's already been researching this part, and the rest is mine. It actually ported the cylinder head itself that I was impressed with. Norrie's line honed and decked the block and the head was completely redone. Across the parking lot from the engines from Hal Norry has a
buddy with the CNC store, so he had it to make a torque cooker, because the torque plate for the LD9 is hard to find. Aside from some machine works put in by the LD9, the engine has a set of Eagle connecting rods, JE pistons, a fold crank shaft, a cometic pad head, and ARP studs. We had to figure out the basic studs and head studs
because there was nothing listed for them, he says. They ended up ARP studs, but I had to measure all the lengths of the bolts and call in technical department to get the right diameter and length. The other part that required some creativity were the valve springs. Spring. Found out a set of hive-style valve springs for him because there's
a really limited room with a bucket-style train valve, he says. Running about 25 pounds of momentum, the engine definitely needed stronger stock sources than that, and that was part of the problem with some of the other LD9s people built. They limited themselves to runoff. The springs we used were Comp Cam springs. Camshafts are
modified stock camshafts because again there isn't much available for LD9, according to Norrie. The heads of the stock cylinder head with the valve work of five corners and are ported by Brady, who also port the stock input is a variety. The car was on the chassis dyno for tuning and they could only take it up to 6000 rpm because it
started to stick out at 6200 rpm with a set of 1000cc injectors, says Norrie. He made 645 hp. Leaf dino was like Everest. Brady's turbocharged LD9 Oldsmobile four-cylinder engine received 156 hp per cylinder compared to the LD9 stock that GM estimated at 155 hp in total from the plant. He does more than four times the horsepower that
he did when he was stocking up, Says Norrie. One cylinder makes one horsepower larger than a full engine made stock. Since Norrie completed this engine Brady has made a bunch of upgrades to the fuel system and the fuel rails have been boring a little more, so it's better to flow to the injectors. It took care of the skinny problem that he
had, he says. Today, with these additional updates, the LD9 Brady turns over 700 hp. Engine of the week is sponsored by Cometic Gasket To see one of your engines highlighted in this special feature and newsletter, please email Engine Builder Managing Editor, Greg Jones on email protected Camshaft is a machine used in piston
engines to operate valves. It consists of a cylindrical rod running along the length of the bank cylinder with a row of oblong lobes or cams protruding from it, one for each valve. The cameras force the valves to open by clicking on the lift, which turns on the valve as the cams rotate. NOTE: When using new camshafts, you need to use new
lifts! Stock cameras are designed for soft lifting and duration for acceptable acceleration characteristics throughout the RPM range. Specification Consumption: 198 degrees and .050 with .354 lift exhaust: 187 degrees and .050 with .346 lift These cameras have almost the same specifications as secret cameras. Be sure to use COD if you
buy them. Mantapart's shipping reputation is questionable. Specification Consumption: 198 degrees and .050 with .360 lift Exhaust: 201 degrees and .050 with .374 engine lift to LD9 2.4L Twin Cam, 2.3L quad core 4 better camshafts providing better performance. The secret swap camera consists of taking an intake camshaft from 1995
quad 4, and exhaust camshaft from 1990-1994 LD2 not Exit quad 4. These cameras can be replaced without any other modifications. They can be purchased new in found found in a landfill. Specification Consumption: 200 degrees and .050 with .360 lift (GM Part: 24574239) Exhaust: 200 degrees and .050 with .375 lift (GM Part:
22545390) High exit swap camera comes from LGO High Output quad 4. These cameras provide more performance than a secret camera swap. They have the best lift and duration, but you also need to swap out camshaft enclosures for 2.3L HO quad 4 of them to use these. You should also use 35mm lifts with 4 camshaft quad bikes.
The reason the 2.4L Twin Cam enclosures won't work is that the camshafts are just too big to rotate past the 33mm lift wells. Also, it's HO cameras don't have a hex to control the steering, so the camera has to be changed or you have to remove the steering all together. Specification Consumption: 212 degrees and .050 with .410
liftExhaust: 212 degrees and .050 with .410 lift They also require similar changes as high output cameras do to work in THE LD9. Specification Consumption: 218 degrees and .050 with .410 lift exhaust: 218 degrees and .050 with .410 JBP lift offers two sets of camshafts for LD9. They claim dyno proved the results that their Stage 2
cameras add an extra 22WHP. JBP has now added a roll radius edge for a useful tolerance lift and a durinig balance of the bucket lift rotation. This processing method that can only be performed manually adds a fulfilling edge that none of the major camshaft manufacturers perform because of the quick-in-and-out regrind mentality that
they follow. Also, if you notice, the shares are not shiny. A special treatment is added for anti-scuffing, a method only available through JBP. Who knows J-Body better than J-BodyPerformance? Our grinding values have also changed to accommodate porting and polishing techniques and to match high fluid speed numbers. All of our
camshafts come with a limited 5-year warranty against any manufacturing defects or design flaws. Guaranteed performance, our cameras are carefully designed and improved. Stage 1 Specification Consumption: 200 degrees and .050 with .375 lift exhaust: 208 degrees and .050 with .375 Lift Stage 2 Specification Consumption: 260
degrees .050 with .377 lift exhaust: 268 degrees .050 with .375 lift Available at J-Body. Oldsmobile 2.3L Vin-A quad 4 1989-1994 Engine kit, camera kit and re-ring kit If you need an Oldsmobile 2.3L Vin-A quad 4 1989-1994 engine kit, take a look at this!! The lowest price sets are there with branded components. The northern auto parts
kits come complete with high-quality brand names from: Federal Mogul, Sealed Power, Mahle, Mr Gasket, Hastings, Melling, Pioneer, Perfect Circle, Clevite, Victor Reinz and Fel-Pro. You won't find a more complete, less expensive kit with the brand names we offer, there anywhere, and dot! Most kits have Updates allow you to replace at
a specified cost. Oversized are available at no extra cost. I.E. pistons, rings and bearings of the size of Oldsmobile 2.3L Vin-A quad 4 4 Master Kit Includes: Brand Name Stock Style Lifters Brand Name Stock Style Timeline Brand Stock Style Pistons Brand Stock Style Brand Brand Stock Style Brand Stock Style Rod Bearings Title Brand
Stock Style Brand Stock Style Oil Pump Title Brand Style Frost Plugs Brand Stock Style Gasket Set Oldsmobile 2.3 L Vin-A 4 1989-1994 Rod and Basic Bearings and Laying Set Title Brenda Stock Style Pistons Title Brenda Stock Style Rod Bearings Title Brenda Stock Style Bearings Title Brand Stock Style Kit Here are some tips for
restoring the engine Need oversized pistons? Make sure to match your piston rings, excessively sized. Never soak up the lifts, just coat with a good lubricated camera before installing when replacing your camshaft with a higher lift camera always buy matching springs. Be sure to use Plastigage on bearings to make sure the oil gap is
proper when installing any bearing Don't try to polish the bearing of the Running Surface with any type of abrasive pad or paper. Use engine hacking oil additives such as Comp Cam's #159 For more information check out the great links-from Clivit Camshaft Hacking in Procedures/Camshaft Installation Tips/Crankshaft Installation Tips
Checking Bearing Clearances/Engine Bearing Installation Tips/Installing Oil Pump Home
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